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Labelexpo Americas 2018, Chicago, IL 

 
Show & Digital Production Label Market Review 
 
Status of Production Digital Label Print 
 
Vendor revenues in digital label production are up 24% in 2017 on 2016 at almost $900M for 
a total of 939M M2 printed, 30% up over 2016. 
 
The digital production label market is doing well with overall growth accelerating as toner 
systems push into higher volumes, with HP Indigo in particular developing a super high-end 
market with 8000 (double engine) and 20000 (29” wide) systems, and UV IJ systems 
accelerate their unit sales to generate output which is 17% of all UVIJ standalone and EP 
output together. The hybrid flexo/inkjet market has established a significant footprint as a new 
sector driving some of the highest volumes of print per unit in the market representing 
perhaps ~10% of standalone production digital volumes even after only around 3 years in the 
market. 
 
The entry-level digital label sector flourished in recent years with small slower single-pass EP 
systems, Latex aqueous IJ systems, Memjet aqueous IJ systems, and even some smaller 
UVIJ systems all for under $250K. Perhaps 30% of these systems go to final users. There is 
much left to do, as IT Strategies estimates less than 20% of label converters own a digital 
label printing system. 
 
We see better attempts this year to knit digital technology into user-friendly dedicated label-
oriented information-flow and process software and service packages. 
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Digital Production Label Market Statistics & Projections 
 

 
 
As ever digital output in the now nearly $1B (vendor revenues) digital label production market 
as a percentage of analog output is still well under 10%. And indeed the market retains a low-
volume, high-margin business model where smaller quantities yield multiples in value 
(revenue and profit) for converters. Often first time adopters get into digital with an economic 
motive of cutting analog costs on shorter runs or inventory. But nearly everyone quite quickly 
gets into new products and offerings of a kind analog does not do, and finds themselves in a 
world of unique products. You might almost say a world of highly ‘embellished’ products.  
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Sector 4 Mainstream Standalone Digital Presses Market 
 

 
 
The largest sector of the digital label production market is the EP sector where HP Indigo and 
Xeikon play. It represents 82% of all digital label output and 57% of vendor revenues. It is the 
heart of the market, and HP Indigo in particular have extended their reach into an even 
higher sub-sector within the whole with sales of 8000 (double 6xxx engine systems) and even 
a 10%+ percentage of their 29” continuous feed 20000 systems mostly sold for flexible 
packaging but in these cases being used principally for label output for reasons of higher 
yield. The EP vendors have been in digital label market the longest, have a reputation for 
deep systems integration, and have the credibility which goes with that.   
 

 
 
The UVIJ standalone production label market is the next biggest sector and it is made up of 
the offerings of a handful of core vendors with a train of up to ten smaller suppliers globally 
following. Those core vendors are Screen, Domino, Durst and now arguably Epson catching 
up, though not quite on par. Overall sales units are accelerating in their placements growth. 
They are now being joined by OCE with the Labelstream 4000 at 330-410mm print width. 
OCE were not at Labelexpo, and have barely come to market to date, but they are another 
newer player like Epson with significant resources. Resources are very important in the 
fragmented US and EU converter markets. OCE have the 4000 configurable as a standalone 
or a hybrid.  
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UV label presses are probably convincing to most converters today as having quality parity to 
EP, or close to it.  Nevertheless UV’s share of this market is below where you would under 
that assumption expect it to be. There is no single reason for this other than the fact that 
historically UV vendors have had more limited resources to put into the market by 
comparison to EP vendors, and have been around for a shorter period. This in turn created 
among some converters in early years an irrational sense of UV being a  secondary offering.  
With the time now invested and with the presence of vendors like Epson and in future OCE, 
and indeed with the endorsement through their own offerings by Xeikon of UV, we are 
beginning to see an acceleration of unit sales. This has perhaps also been passively 
legitimized by the endorsement by vendors like Xeikon, HP and others of UVIJ as an 
embellishment technology.  
 
Of special significance and new a Labelexpo was Epson’s SurePress 6534 which takes their 
UV label press offerings from 15M/m up to 50M/m 
 
 
Sector 2 Entry Level Digital Presses Market 
 

 
 
By our own calculation more than 80% of dedicated label converters still do not have a 
production digital press. That is in theory over 6,000 sites, some significant share of which 
would buy digital, it is said, if it cost less than around $250K. That is where Epson came into 
play with their SurePress 4033 Aqueous Latex system, and then Konica Minolta with their 
AccurioLabel 190 single pass dry EP system (also OEM’d by analog label press vendor Mark 
Andy).These systems which have been available for less than ten years, account for around 
half the entry level market which has now also attracted a range of Memjet systems suppliers 
as well even as some lower-end UV systems along with some assorted sub-OEM Inkjet 
systems of various types. We estimate that up to 30% of systems in this sector are actually 
sold to final industrial users, some of them even buying the system from their local label 
converter who then often retains conversion and supply businesses around the deal. 
 
We saw Gallus launch a Memjet system in this sector at Labelexpo called the Smartfire. This 
makes more sense for Gallus than might meet the eye given their presence and equity 
among label converters of all sizes globally, and may give them an edge over newcomers to 
the label market with Memjet. We also saw new Memjet offerings at Labelexpo from Konica 
Minolta alongside their Accuriolabel 190 EP system called the PLS 475i.  
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Sector 3A Hybrid Digital Press Market 
 
At IT Strategies we divide the ‘hybrid’ market into 3 sub-sectors – 3A, 3B and 3C, more or 
less in order of cost and depth of integration. 3A are hybrids designed from the start as fully 
integrated digital/analog print/conversion in-line presses. 3B are standalone digital systems 
with conversion/flexo print added front and/or back, and 3C are mini digital engines bolted 
onto existing flexo presses.  Usually UVIJ makes up the digital component, but Memjet 
sometimes plays a role in 3C. The most strategically important of these sub-sectors is 3A 
where analog label press vendors like Gallus, Mark Andy and OMET among others are 
present.  
 
This 3A ‘true’ hybrid sector started life about 3-4 years ago and since then has gained 
significant traction with at least 60 systems now in the market. Furthermore we have spoken 
to a good few of them in person, and experience is confirming them as enthusiasts. So what 
differentiates this sector? No one seems to have a clear answer at least among the vendors. 
We can say that of the users we have talked to – and the vendors back this up – a common 
theme is to see a true hybrid press as a higher volume usage press than your average  
standalone digital press. This is a perception of purpose on acquisition, and to some extent a 
fact found by some user research. True hybrids cost over $1M and bring with them for sure a 
certain pressure to spread the cost.  
 
As we have understood it there have been three major unique value propositions put forward 
for true hybrid systems: 1) consolidate complex accumulations of many small digital jobs onto 
a single system which can do most necessary conversion in-line. That would be an argument 
for someone who has perhaps built a large business of many small orders on multiple 
standalone presses. It is true that a lot of conversion can be done in-line on some 
standalones too, but the appeal of the hybrid is to do everything all on one press and cut the 
print and conversion downtime by consolidating. 2) print mid- to long-runs and version their 
print content without stopping the machine.  This is like taking existing flexo work and 
bringing it to digital with the added value of varied content. 3) use the true hybrid as a sort of 
super embellishment press. If you think of most of the production digital label market as 
satisfying many many small orders for more or less unique products in new markets then that 
is in a way a definition of embellishment in a large sense. Some adopters of true hybrids do 
really see the system as a larger, faster and more comprehensive embellishment system 
than they can get anywhere. At this time we can only say that the consensus of opinion is 
that each adopter of true hybrids is looking at one or other of these value propositions and 
sees their chosen system as the answer. 
 
Of course the adoption of hybrids is also heavily influenced by who is selling them and in the 
case of say Gallus, Mark Andy and OMET, these are trusted long-standing suppliers and for 
some converters that fact alone makes these suppliers seem like much more credible 
endorsers of the digital idea than pure digital players. Thus some such influenced converters 
may be saying to themselves – ‘yes, these guys are more likely to know what digital should 
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be’. Thus early true hybrid success may be partially down to channel influence above all. 
 
Of special note at Labelexpo in the true hybrid sector OMET, the Italian analog label and 
folding carton narrow web press vendor (EUR135M revenues, 500 employees, ~70 label 
presses sold per year) will be selling Durst’s Tau series & Tau 300-powered OMET Xjet 
hybrid. You could/should classify this as a sector 3B add-on hybrid, but whether so or not it is 
important to note this particular cooperation here. Durst will service installed systems.  
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Two Influential Digital Market Drivers at Labelexpo 
 
 
Embellishment 
 
Embellishment became a term in production digital label printing a couple of years ago, and 
at the time it seemed to refer most often to the use of Inkjet modules to add special colors or 
be used for area-deposition adhesive for selective cold foiling. It could also incorporate 
specialized lamination, embossing or die-cutting. The motive in the beginning seemed to be 
for digital press vendors to differentiate themselves by taking a cue from their customers who 
kept getting into new specialized and high-priced new products combining the benefits of 
digital print and in those days separate analog conversion presses.  
 
Now however when we look at systems like HP’s GEM or even Konica Minolta’s MGI press 
to mention but two systems it seems like embellishment has become a mainstream metaphor 
for what digital production label print/conversion is in general becoming.  Maybe it is even 
legitimate to see hybrid presses as being in some people’s eyes super-embellishment 
presses.  This may be a whole larger scale trend for a future in the market which continues to 
be lower volume, highly specialized and very high value. Picture a market, which in output is 
only perhaps ever a smaller part of the analog market, but whose revenue yields and profit 
yields are far better than those of flexo. Does that set an upper limit on the size of the digital 
label market in terms of output? We don't know, we are just speculating, and even if so, to 
look at today’s growth rates we are far off any limit. 
 
 
High End Services & Software Integration 
 
There is a detectable trend to a higher level of digital label automation, and it is looking like 
an essential component for the future. The components of automation are roughly speaking 
file manipulation up to and including pre-flighting, color management, physical workflow 
including correct and economic use of multiple plant resources, and MIS tracking jobs with an 
accounting component.  There is also the potential to add sub-routines to set up print files 
and manufacturing taking account of specialized or vertical applications. The idea is to 
integrate all these functions seamlessly as well, and not depend on separate systems. 
 
At this time in both digital and analog worlds these components are dealt with very often in an 
ad hoc way without either internal or external standardization. That has been fine in a high-
price digital market of early relative simplicity, but the very nature of digital label markets is to 
generate many smaller and highly differentiated jobs and that becomes a mass of complexity 
beyond a certain point. Neither are the artisan skills of the flexo printer necessarily adapted to 
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these needs. If that complexity is not automated, runs the argument, hidden costs and waste 
will abound. As we understand it this is a problem, which is quite easy to predict, but the 
awareness of the upcoming issues is low. That is partly driven by the fact that the there is a 
very limited offering of such automation services from external vendors or from digital press 
vendors because it is a distinct skill requiring a deep expertise of its own. At least however it 
does have the appeal that it will call upon exactly the kind of skills the millenials have and 
enjoy, and can act as a real attractor of those people back into print. These kinds of skills and 
approach are also a revenue and stickiness opportunity of some serious interest to vendors 
at least as far as their top and most digitally-oriented customers go. 
 
Thus we see important offerings in this direction from HP Indigo through Print OS, Xeikon 
through the Axelerate offerings, and Durst through their Concerto software suite. We talk 
some more about these developing products below. 
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